
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

German military opinion was suddenly converted when the soldiers saw
that this retreat continued, and that it ________________________ in
disorder, under conditions which left no doubt as to its cause and its extent.

1.

(carry out)

was being carried out

The student guessed that a meeting ___________________.2. (call)was being called

Carrots saw immediately that he ___________________.3. (frame)was being framed

He supposed that he ____________________.4. (heckle)was being heckled

Ten years before, the ancient temple had been consumed by fire; and at
this time efforts __________________ to build another, and a more beautiful
one.

5.

(make)
were being made

The railway ___________________ forward as rapidly as possible, and
every opportunity was taken of landing stores at points along the coast.
6.

(push)

was being pushed

While her friends were thus frantically endeavouring to deliver her from the
burning house in which they supposed her to be, Alice
____________________ through the woods by a steep mountain path in the
direction of the native village.

7.

(hurry)
was being hurried

It was painted in a style he did not care for; the face of the subject, too,
gave him the queer feeling that the gentleman ____________________
inside.

8.

(roast)
was being roasted

Meanwhile, Edith ____________________ along the rails toward her
destination.
9.

(wheel)
was being wheeled

An important matter ______________________ between the two
strangely dissimilar companions.
10.

(discuss)
was being discussed

In the distance the maid was shrieking in a hoarse and monotonous way,
and trying to shut herself up inside a clothes-horse on which washing
__________________.

11.

(air)was being aired
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In fact, each was visited daily by a specialist, who made sure that his
charge _________________ in the pink of condition.
12.

(keep)was being kept

But after that I often felt, and especially when we heard guns, how the
best and most secret instincts of him _____________________.
13.

(stifle)were being stifled

She considered that she ____________________ abominably.14. (treat)was being treated

Usually at this hour herds of cattle and flocks of sheep
_______________________________ to pasture and the great yard before
his house was filled with cattle, servants of both sexes, carts, and agricultural
implements.

15.

(water/or/drive)

were being watered or driven

And here she discovered the maiden of whom she had such fair hopes,
with a smile on her lips and beaming looks, while so many innocent men
_________________________, as though this were a joy to her!

16.

(slaughter)were being slaughtered

American ships and cargoes _________________________.17.
(confiscate)

were being confiscated

When she saw them finally, her father ____________________ up in a
half-sitting position, and the strange man was holding something to his lips.
18.

(prop)

was being propped

I afterwards learned that he died of fever, as he ____________________
across the sea.
19.

(carry)
was being carried

The lantern-bearers ______________________ by the watch.20. (detain)were being detained
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